Information Technology Solutions

From JUNE: Fascia Needle Passers & Handles
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL
We have been chosen to supply

•

PATIENTS: Designed for native tissue repair

over 50 trusts in the UK, and we

using autologous fascia to treat female

hope we can be of service to you

incontinence.

as well. We will do our best.
•

ENVIRONMENT: Reusable. Manufactured in
Spain. CE marked. Single packed.

ONLY WOMEN’S HEALTH
We are the first and only

•

company in the UK whose sole

OPTIONS: Both thin and thick needles
available: 3.5mm or 5mm diameter needle

focus is on women’s health. It is all

passers. 2 different style of handle.

we do, and nothing distracts us.
•

SAFETY: For normal as well as higher BMI
patients: 230mm or 280mm length.

CLOSE AND CAPABLE
We are appreciated as a supplier
•

because we have staff and

READ MORE: Images and videos on
www.JUNEMEDICAL.CO.UK/products

emergency stock in 6 locations

PAS22 and handle MPAS11

throughout the country. We have
prevented the cancellation of
many surgeries by hand delivering
product in emergency situations.

ENVIRONMENT
We are mindful about our impact,

Quality in design

Importance of the handle

Strong, solid quality steel makes for a dependable needle

There are strong voices in support for the T-style handle,

passer and handle in these reusable instruments for fascia

arguing that it sits better in the hand and gives a better

repairs. Designed to fit into the procedure without changing

balanced feel for the trajectory of the needle tip.

needle trajectory or curvature, the needles come in two
and will try to travel smart. We
reuse our shipping boxes (our Ugly
and Proud campaign!) and we do

different diameters: 3.5mm thin or a thicker 5mm. Surgeon

Your choice

preference determines the choice.

However, those who prefer the slim line handle will point
out that they feel it to be an elongation of the needle into

what we can to preserve our
planet

whilst

fulfilling

our

obligations to our customers. Our

Variety of patients

their hand, giving them a better sense for where they are

For patients with a higher BMI, it can sometimes be

in the anatomy. Whichever one is your favourite, we have

challenging to keep control and visibility of the needle as the

one that you will like.

full policy is published on our
website.

layers are too thick: we have solved this by making the needles
in two different lengths: 230mm and 280mm.

Solid manufacturing, no product gapping or clicking, you
will feel in complete control of the procedure.

<- PAS22 needle tip with opening for suture

Further details
How does it work?
Needles are connected to the handle with a simple and sturdy screw
function to give a secure snug connection between handle and needle.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Our

team

is

knowledgeable:

Handles and needles are reusable and resterilisation instuctions are in the

extremely
we

pack. The needle has a hole for the suture to pass through and connect to
the fascia sling.

employ

engineers, midwives, nurses and
What is used?

scientists: we are always on hand

Most commonly we see 2 needles and 1 handle on each tray, but we have

to answer any questions.

some customers who prefer to have both long and short needles available.
This ensures they always have the best length depending on their patients
anatomy.

ZERO WAIT
Sometimes

your

equipment
How many do we need?

needs a repair: we will get you a
replacement machine and fix

Usually three complete sets are purchased, allowing for up to three

MPAS09 T-style handle

patients to be treated on a list.

yours in no-time. Need an

* image is showing T-style handle AR-05, 2 needle passers 3.5mm PAS22 connected to a slimline handle MPAS11

answer to a question? We will
get back to you within 24hrs.

CHARITY
Our focus for charity is curing

Order codes & cost

ORDERING INFO
Order@junemedical.co.uk

obstretic fistula. Read more here:

GET IN TOUCH

www.fistulafoundation.com and
Product Name

on our website.

Details

Product Code

Price

excl VAT

Good old phonecall:
01628-330010

Passer Needle

Connects with handle MPAS09.

3.5 mm 230 mm

Non sterile, reusable.

Passer Needle

Connects with handle MPAS09.

headquartered in the South East,

3.5mm/280 mm

Non sterile, reusable.

close to major airports and

Handle 3.5 mm

For use with either PAS21 or

motorways.

(slimline)

PAS22 Non sterile, reusable.

innovate and produce in the UK

Handle 3.5 mm

For use with either PAS21 or

and we work closely with the

(T-style)

PAS22. Non sterile, reusable.

NHS, KTN, ASHN and DIT to bring

Passer Needle

Fits handle AR -05.

only the best medical devices to

5mm/230 mm

Non sterile, reusable.

our customers.

Passer Needle

Fits handle AR -05.

5mm/280 mm

Non sterile, reusable.

For more information on any of

Handle 5mm

For use with AR-03 or PAS05

our products or policies please

(T-style)

Non sterile, reusable.

visit www.junemedical.co.uk

Suprapubic

For top-down use, handle and

3.5mm

needle preconnected.

(T-style)

Non sterile, reusable.

MADE IN BRITAIN
Proudly

British,

We

we

strive

are

to

PAS21

£100

PAS22

£110

MPAS11

£595

MPAS09

£490

AR-03

£120

PAS05

£130

AR-05

£595

APAS401

£334

Twitter: @junemedical
Email: contact@junemedical.co.uk

PRODUCT SUPPORT
(8am-5.30pm)

WhatsApp or FaceTime:
07898-780418

INNOV8, Queen Alexandra Road
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire
HP11 2GZ, United Kingdom

